From the Ending Racism Task Force
School Board Bullies (and Their Lying Enablers)
By Kate Esposito
For sure, the schoolyard bully is still a problem. But there’s another
level of educational animus afoot, seeded by a convoluted, toxic brew of
misinformation, ignorance, and conspiracy theories. It plays out at
school-board meetings, where white supremacist bullies pound the
podium, and in state legislatures, where Trump allegiants collude. And it
has been creating grassroots hostility in the public square. For the
purpose of this article, let’s just scratch the surface of teaching about
race.
In the recent contest for Virginia’s governorship, Glenn Youngkin, the
Republican winner over Democrat Terry McCauliffe, created an ad
based on opposition to Toni Morrison’s Pulitzer-winning novel,
Beloved. Without naming the book or its author, the mother in the ad,
Laura Murphy, said that when her son read Beloved in an AP English
class in 2013 it gave him nightmares. (The son, Blake Murphy, grew up
to become a lawyer for the National Republican Congressional
Committee.)
Eventually the conflict produced a bill that would have required schools
to notify parents before introducing students to certain instructional
materials. It was vetoed in 2017 by then-governor McAuliffe, who
argued that the legislation would lead to censorship. “Book banning and
silencing esteemed Black authors is a racist dog whistle," McAuliffe
said in a statement released during the 2021 campaign.
And who could have imagined that Critical Race Theory (CRT) would
emerge as the pretext for not teaching Black American history? I mean,
really... how many high-school teachers’ lesson plans open with
something akin to, “OK, class, today we are going to discuss a graduate-

level framework for (to borrow a description from Columbia News)
‘exploring the understanding and rectifying the ways in which a regime
of white supremacy and its subordination of people of color in America
has had an impact on the relationship between social structure and
professed ideals such as the rule of law and equal protection?’”
Yet CRT has become the convenient bogeyman for right-wing
extremists who want to whitewash history. And the mouthpieces of hate
and bigotry are there to amplify that message. “Critical Race Theory is
racism,” said former Vice President Mike Pence at a Faith and Freedom
Coalition conference in June. Speaking at the same event, Senator Ted
Cruz called the curriculum “every bit as racist” as the Ku Klux Klan. He
mischaracterized it further: “Critical race theory says every white person
is a racist.”
And let’s not neglect Tucker Carlson. “You can’t have a multiracial
democracy if people retreat into their tribes and hate each other, as
Critical Race Theory teaches them to do,” said the Fox News anchor on
his July 6 show. “So, what do you do?”
You want to know what you do, Tucker? First and foremost, you don’t
make stuff up! You teach the truth! You teach history’s complexities and
ugliness, its moral triumphs and failures. You teach, in a humanist way,
about racism. Because kids need to understand that it still exists and
permeates our structures and institutions, that the legacy of slavery is
alive and well. Until that teaching is conducted—sensitively, honestly,
in school districts everywhere—racism will continue to fester in young
hearts and minds. Until that happens, people will continue to “retreat
into their tribes and hate each other.”
And you teach Beloved, as difficult as it is. Because it is too important to
ignore.
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